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The paper considers parallel computations in ladder fast RLS-algorithms with a sliding window

and/or dynamic regularization of the correlation matrix of adaptive filter. Computational

procedures of the algorithms using a priori error of linear prediction and simulation are presented,

and assessment of arithmetic complexity of the algorithms is carried out. The algorithms can be

employed for processing nonstationary signals in applications not requiring calculation of weight

coefficients of adaptive filters in the explicit form, where the sought output signal represents the

filter error signal.

Among the large variety of algorithms employed in adaptive filters, the recursive algorithms using the least squares

criterion (Recursive Least Squares — RLS) [1] are considered more effective (from the viewpoint of their transient process

duration and the level of residual error in steady-state conditions) than the simplest gradient algorithm, using the least mean

square criterion (LMS) [2], or its modifications. All RLS algorithms are based on calculation of weight coefficients in

Wiener’s filter. The complexity of these algorithms equals O(N2) arithmetic operations per iteration, or O(N) operations in

their efficient (fast) versions. Because of this, RLS-algorithms are less popular from the computational viewpoint as

compared with the LMS-algorithm whose arithmetic complexity is 2N < 7N, where 7N is complexity of the simplest fast

RLS-algorithms: Fast a Posteriori Error Sequential Technique (FAEST) and Fast Transversal Filter (FTF), while N is the

number of weight coefficients of the adaptive filter. At the same time, RLS-algorithms find application in adaptive filters,

since the arithmetic complexity is no obstacle to implementation of these filters. The high-speed digital signal processors

make it possible to realize efficiently very sophisticated algorithms.

When processing nonstationary signals, the arithmetic complexity of RLS-algorithms increases in double measure

because of using the sliding window to estimate the correlation matrix of input signals of the adaptive filter [3] or

regularization of this matrix [4]. It means that the complexity may increase by a factor of four if both techniques are used

simultaneously. The above is also true for the ladder-type RLS-algorithms [5], where each iteration, recursive in time,

includes N iterations to be performed when changing the order of the adaptive filter from n = 1 to n = N. For the ladder

filters we could not find in literature any information about application of the sliding window and of regularization.

The parallel ladder RLS-algorithms. In the present work we consider several types of ladder adaptive

RLS-algorithms with the sliding window and/or regularization, with the use of parallel computations [6–8]. When using

the floating-point arithmetic, and at the appropriate initialization, these algorithms are mathematically equivalent to other

known RLS-algorithms. By the equivalence is meant the same functioning during each iteration in the case when the

adaptive filters under comparison have identical parameters and process identical input x(k) and output d(k) signals, where

k is the index of discrete time. In our work we deal with algorithms for single-channel adaptive filters with complex weight

coefficients hn(k) (see Fig. 1).
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